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                                                        TOMMY BOAT 

A children’s tale 

 

Hello children! My name’s Tommy, Tommy Boat and this is my story.	   

I live happily at Peace Harbour with Mummy Boat and Daddy Boat.  

But it hasn’t always been like this…                                                                 

You know, since I was a child , I saw Mummy Boat and Daddy Boat leaving for 

work  at any time of day and night! 

In the morning they were always ready: they got tidy and shiny and they 

wore colourful lifebuoys. 
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They sounded their horns cheerly and then, with their bellies full of their 

favourite drink, they  set off at full speed, leaving a big wake of foamy waves  

behind them, in the quiet harbour. 

But in the evening, when they got back home, they were tired and weary and 

they looked dirty and untidy; the lovely lifebuoys had vanished, their tummies 

were empty and sometimes there were wounds on the foredeck and on the poop 

deck. 

And yet they smiled at me and looked very happy… 

One day I asked mum:- Mum, why do you always leave in a hurry? What’s your 

job?. 
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- Tommy, sweetheart,- answered Mummy Boat tenderly-  we are all Angel Boats… 

as well as you are! Our job is very important: we sail across the StormySea to 

rescue the Migrants of Warland. Soon you’ll be old enough to help us, too. 
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But I was scared stiff of the StormySea. I imagined it like a terrifying 

monster, ready to swallow me up! And who knows how many giant wild fish lived in 

it…?! And then, who were these Migrants? What did they look like? 

-No, No.. no way am I leaving my docks!- I thought to myself. 

One day I was hanging about in Peace Harbour when my best friends, Sweet 

and Bert, came to visit me. 

Sweet was a joyful and friendly dolphin; Bert was a small grumpy chopper but 

he had a heart of gold. 
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- Hello Tommy!- said Sweet, one dive after the other- come and play with us 

outside the harbour! 

Come on, let’s go! – persisted Bert- don’t be the same chicken! Let’s see who’s 

the fastest in a race! we’ll have great fun! 

- Oh yes…- I thought – How much I ‘d love to come and play with you… 

But the thought of leaving my  safe Peace Harbour paralysed me: and if the 

Stormy Sea were angry and swept us away? and if the bad giant fish bit me and 

made me  sink to the bottom? And if we met the hideous Migrants? 

So, once again, I refused the offer.  

My friends couldn’t see the reasons of my refusal; they were disappointed so 

they got into a huff and went away: 
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- You’re a real spoilsport, Tommy- said Bert flying away sulkily- I’m not sure 

I’ll come back again. 

Goodbye Tommy!- said Sweet- I’ll  go and join my dolphin mates; I want to 

have a great time. When you make up your mind, you’ll know where I am. 

-Nobody understands my fears – I said  ,whining – my friends neither. 

I felt so unhappy… 

Time went by and I kept feeling safe at Peace Harbour but I missed my 

friends and I got  very bored without them. 

One day the wind was up and a lot of threatening  clouds gathered over the 

little harbour. I could hear the crash of thunders and see lightnings in the 

distance. The weather was about to change…. 
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Mummy Boat and Daddy Boat were called at work; there was an emergency! 

They had to hurry up! They had to rescue the Migrants! 

But when they tried to start their engines, they realised they had forgotten 

……. to fill their tummies with their favourite drink! The one that gave them 

energy to sail for a long time! 

-My God! - cried Mummy boat, despairingly – what shall we do now? 

-There’s no time to lose! – exclaimed Daddy Boat- Tommy,today  you must 

replace us. You’re the only one with a full belly  and it’s time you show you’re a 

real Angelboat! 

-Of course, honey- said Mummy lovingly, looking at my terrified expression- 

there’s nothing to be afraid of. You’ll make it, too. Come on! Go quickly! We’ll 

stand behind you, dear. 
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I was scared stiff but I didn’t want to let my parents down.  So I started my 

engine and speeded away toward my first mission, sounding my horn proudly. 

I speeded off to my destination, but the moment I was on the open seas, the 

dirty grey clouds started to change their colour into angry black. And while the 

powerful wind howled and the sea waves heaved and tossed, the clouds started to 

huddle together building a huge dark mountain in the sky. 

-Oh my God! And now, what shall I do?- I thought , shaking with fear. 

 Suddenly I spotted a little boat at the mercy of the waves and a lot of small 

hands waving to draw my attention. 

-Heeelp! Heeelp! – I heard people crying . 

-Tommy, remember you’re an Angel Boat!- echoed mum’s voice in my heart. 
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So I took heart and, stepping on the gas, I caught up with the little boat. 

-Here I am !- I shouted- don’t be afraid. 

Once I got closer, I only saw mothers and fathers hugging their children 

that were drenched to the skin;  they smiled at me,  happy for my arrival. 

-Are these ones the terrible Migrants then?? How silly have I been to 

imagine frightening monsters….- but while I was thinking this,  the storm raged 

and a giant threatening whirlwind began to come closer. 

-Hurry up! –I shouted throwing my coloured lifebuoys to the Migrants and 

releasing my gangway- Climb aboard! The children first! 
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But everything was  so difficult… I was rocking wildly , the wind was blowing 

the lifebuoys away and the tiny boat was likely to sink before all the people were 

safe aboard. 

I felt like crying…- I wish mum and dad were here! – I thought. 

But,  unexpectedly, my friend Bert arrived at full speed and, puffing his 

chest, he started to blow hard and push that horrible twister away. 

At the same time, across the sea, a group of dolphins, led by my friend 

Sweety, swam towards us and I heard Sweety ‘s unmistakable cry: 

-Come on, lads! The lifebuoys!- and all the lifebuoys were recovered and 

thrown to the Migrants by the jumping dolphins. 
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Bert succeeded in moving the storm away and the sea calmed down. 

-Thanks Heavens! -I felt relieved at last. We were out of danger. 

-Thank you Bert, thank you Sweety, I couldn’t have done it without you! –I 

said gratefully to my friends. 

- Oh,  it’s OK - mumbled Bert- but next time you’ll come and play with us, no 

excuses! – and he flied away winking at me. 

-You have been brave too, Tom, and , you know, a friend in need is a friend 

indeed - smiled Sweety. 

So, while we were getting back safe  to Peace Harbour, I sounded my horn 

cheerfully and thought: 
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- Mum and Dad will be proud of me. I carried out my first hard mission , with 

my friends’ help. 

I was tired and  looked awful but overcoming my fears made me feel … suddenly 

grown up! 

On our arrival, all the boats in the harbour sounded their horns and cheered 

with joy while mum and dad hugged me lovingly and exclaimed: 

- Well done, Tommy, now you’re a real Angel Boat! 

                                                                                         The End 
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